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With the invention of the art of photography and idea of storing sweet sacchariferous memories life
has become more admirable and significant. The technology and techniques in photography has
advanced prosperously. It is ever growing and green businesses were a back look of the events and
happenings are stored for future. The relic moments and events are always nourished on seeing it.

Photo booth as a business

Thanks to the world of softwareâ€™s. The softwareâ€™s has made manâ€™s life from reality to digital in finding
out his different virtual faces. Photobooths are software application in taking photos and videos with
iSight camera which is available on ipad2. It is developed by Apple Inc. for Mac OS X and iOS. 
There is wide area of technological investment in this business. It is a major business around the
globe. The idea and concept is nothing but a digital prank made as a part of life.

The Photobooths businesses are now available online and the added feature of purikura is a
blessing to this industry. Phozi application software has brought the photo booth industry into
limelight. Phozi options are many as the photos can be moved online using web cameras, mobile
upload or direct upload. The software application is user friendly and the photos can be displayed in
the social networking sites. Another tool in photo booth software application is the Cameroid. The
attractive feature is the animating pictures apart from being online web cam shoot booth.

This true turn key projects are very much accepted by the Westerners especially United Kingdoms,
and United States. The Photobooths provides self dependence financially and the portability with
the finest quality of equipment in the market enhances the professional approach to the users. As in
any field of occupation experience required is zero.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Photobooths

The expediency of the Photobooths is many. The minimal investment and more returns taken from
Photobooths is the major advantage. Renting a Photobooths fetches a regular income which helps
to expand the business in better level. The unconstrained amount of photos taken as printout and
the immediate availability of the photos bring excitement to your customers who would make
multiple visits.

Next added advantage is the massiveness with an average of six feet tall and four feet wide. This
allows more than one person to move. The space occupied is large and the venues convenient. The
users can balk away if the venue is small as the need for constant power supply to the equipment is
essential.

As the advantages are numerous so is the disadvantage. The Photobooths have fixed background.
All the events cannot be themed and the clients cannot experiment with different background which
would enhance the art of creativity. The next drawback is the availability of passport size photos and
absence of group photos as each photo booth has mostest people it can accommodate.

Despite some flaws the art of adding color to life and the events has been made possible by photo
booths.
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Tim Resus facilitates you to get adorable and pleasant a photos on your special events by providing
a Event Photo Booth, Funky Photo Booth and Party Photo booth for Hire.
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